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1 IntroductionThe entropy method for the study of the long-time asymptotics of a dis-sipative PDE consists in looking for a nonnegative Lyapounov functionalH � H(f) and its nonnegative dissipation D � D(f) (i.e. functionals whichsatisfy ddtH(f(t)) = �D(f(t))along the ow of the PDE), which are well-behaved in the following sense:�rst, H(f) = 0 () f = f1for some equilibrium f1 (usually, such a result is true only when all theconserved quantities have been taken into account), and secondly,D(f) � �(H(f))for some nonnegative function � such that �(x) = 0 () x = 0.If �0(0) 6= 0, one usually gets exponential convergence toward f1 with arate which can be explicitly estimated. This method, which is an alternativeto the linearization around the equilibrium, has the advantage of being quiterobust. This is due to the fact that it mainly relies on functional inequalitieswhich have no direct link with the original PDE.The entropy method has lately been used in many situations: nonlineardi�usion equations (such as fast di�usions [10, 9], equations of fourth order[5], Landau equation [13], etc.), integral equations (such as the spatiallyhomogeneous Boltzmann equation [41, 42, 43]), or kinetic equations ([6],[14, 15], [17]).We propose here to use the entropy method in the context of systems ofreaction-di�usion equations. Several previous results on the long-time behav-ior of reaction-di�usion systems have been obtain by di�erent (for instance,by linearization) methods (e.g. [7, 33, 2]).In [7], exponential convergence to equilibrium for systems of reaction-di�usion equations (for which the solution trajectories remain in invariantdomains) was shown provided that the di�usion term dominates over thereaction- (as well as convection-) terms. More precisely, the �rst non-zeroeigenvalue of the di�usion term (with boundary conditions) multiplied bythe minimal di�usion constant has to be bigger than the linearized e�ectsof reaction (and convection) estimated within the invariant domain. Theobtained convergence rate is then simply the di�erence of the two accordingvalues. 2



Lyapunov functionals were previously considered by many authors, see,for instance, [46, 33, 26, 45, 25, 27, 29] and the references therein. In particu-lar, [35] presents nicely how Lyapounov functionals are used (for the system(14){(18) below) to prove the !-limit set to consist only of the steady states(see (22) below). Moreover, we emphasize [34, 20, 21] for how generalizedLyapunov structures of reaction-di�usion systems yield a-priori estimates toestablish global existence of solutions.The works which are closest to our approach are [22, 23, 24], wherereaction-di�usion systems including drift and modelling the transport of elec-trically charged species are considered. A lower bound of the entropy dissipa-tion in terms of the entropy was established there, but in a non-constructiveway, i.e. via a contradiction argument with no control on the constants.Our aim is to provide quantitative exponential convergence to equilibriumwith explicit rates and constants for reversible reaction processes of speciesAi; i = 1; 2; : : : ; q of the type�1A1 + : : :+ �qAq 
 �1A1 + : : :+ �qAq �i; �i 2Z+ ;in a bounded box 
 � RN (N � 1). More precisely, we consider a system ofPDE's whose unknowns are ai � ai(t; x) � 0, i = 1; : : : ; q, where t � 0 andx 2 
. This system writes@tai � di�xai = (�i � �i) l qYi=1 a�ii � k qYi=1 a�ii ! (1)with the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition rx ai � n = 0 (on @
,with n the outward normal to 
). Here, di are constant di�usion rates, �i; �ithe stoichiometric coe�cients, and k > 0, l > 0 are strictly positive reactionrates corresponding to a reversible reaction. In [23], systems quite moregeneral than (1) are proven to have a unique asymptotically stable steadystate.Applications of systems like (1) have been stated to model reactions ofchemical substances (see e.g. [35, 18] for the system (14){(18) below and[19, 16, 44, 36] more generally).They can be obtained by a suitable scaling, either starting from micro-scopic systems (Cf. for example [11] and [39] in simpli�ed situations) or frommesoscopic (kinetic) equations, see [37], [38] and [3].In particular, we shall consider two typical situations. The �rst one cor-responds to a system of two equations :@ta� da4xa = �2( a2 � b); (2)@tb� db4xb = a2 � b: (3)3



They satisfy the homogeneous Neumann conditionsn(x)�rx a = 0; n(x)�rx b = 0 x 2 @
; (4)and the nonnegative initial conditiona(0; x) = a0(x) � 0; b(0; x) = b0(x) � 0: (5)We remark that compared to (1) and thanks to the rescaling t ! 1k t, x !j
j 1N x, (a; b) ! kl (a; b), it is - without loss of generality - convenient toassume that l = k = 1 ; j
j = 1 : (6)The ow of equations (2) { (5) conserves the total L1-norm0 < M � Z
(a(t; x) + 2b(t; x)) dx = Z
(a0(x) + 2b0(x)) dx ; (7)which we assume strictly positive and determines (at least formally) theunique equilibrium states (a1; b1) as the nonnegative constants satisfyinga1 + 2b1 =M and a21 = b1, i.e.a1 = �14 + 14p1 + 8M ; b1 = M � a12 = a21 : (8)Finally, we introduce the entropy functional (which has the physical meaningof a free energy) associated to (2) { (5)E(a; b) � Z
 (a (ln a� 1) + b (ln b� 1)) dx (9)to state our main result for this system:Theorem 1.1 Let 
 be a bounded, connected, and regular open set of RN(N � 1), and da; db be two strictly positive di�usivity constants. Let theinitial data a0, b0 be two nonnegative functions of L1(
) with strictly positivemass R
 ao + 2b0 dx = M > 0 and denote L1 � ka0k1 + 2kb0k1. Then,the unique nonnegative global solution t 2 R+ 7! (a(t); b(t)) in L1(
) toequations (2) { (6) obeys the following exponential decay toward equilibrium:12 ka(t; �)� a1k2L1(
) + kb(t; �)� b1k2L1(
)� (6 + 2p2)M3 + 2p2 (E(a0; b0)�E(a1; b1)) e� 4tK1 minn1; daP (
)K2o; (10)4



where P (
) is the Poincar�e constant of 
, and K1(L1;M);K2(M;da=db) areconstants de�ned as follows: we introduce the function � : (0;1)2 ! Rde�ned by �(x; y) = x (ln(x)� ln(y))� (x� y)(px�py)2 : (11)ThenK1(L1;M) = maxn�(L1;a1)a1 ;�(L12 ; b1)o = O(ln(L1)) for large L1 ;(12)K2(M;da=db) = dadb p1+8M2 +qd2ad2b 1+8M4 + dadb p1+8M�14 : (13)The second situation we wish to investigate corresponds to a system ofthree equations: @ta� da4xa = � ab+ c; (14)@tb� db4xb = � ab+ c; (15)@tc� dc4xc = ab� c; (16)with a; b; c satisfying homogeneous Neumann conditionsn(x)�rx a = 0; n(x)�rx b = 0; n(x)�rx c = 0 x 2 @
; (17)and the nonnegative initial conditiona(0; x) = a0(x) � 0; b(0; x) = b0(x) � 0; c(0; x) = c0(x) � 0 : (18)As above, due to the rescaling t ! 1k t, x ! j
j 1N x, (a; b; c) ! kl (a; b; c), itmeans no restriction for (14) { (16) to assume thatl = k = 1 ; j
j = 1 : (19)The following conservation laws hold for solutions of (14) { (18):0 < M1 � Z
(a(t; x) + c(t; x)) dx = Z
(a0(x) + c0(x)) dx ; (20)0 < M2 � Z
(b(t; x) + c(t; x)) dx = Z
(b0(x) + c0(x)) dx ; (21)where we assume strictly positive masses M1, M2 characterizing the uniqueequilibrium (a1; b1; c1) as the unique nonnegative constants satisfying a1+c1 =M1, b1 + c1 =M2, and a1 b1 = c1, i.e.c1 = 12(1 +M1 +M2)� 12p(1 +M1 +M2)2 � 4M1M2 ;a1 =M1 � c1 ; b1 =M2 � c1 : (22)5



Introducing the entropy functional (or physically free energy) associatedto (14) { (18)E(a; b; c) � Z
 (a(ln(a)� 1) + b(ln(b)� 1) + c(ln(c)� 1)) dx ; (23)our main theorem in this case writes:Theorem 1.2 Let 
 be a bounded, connected, and regular (C3 if N > 5)open set of RN (N � 1), and da; db; dc be three strictly positive di�usivityconstants. Let the initial data a0, b0, c0 be three nonnegative functions ofL1(
) with strictly positive masses 0 < M1, 0 < M2 (if N > 5, we supposemoreover that a0, b0, c0 are C3(
)). Then, the unique nonnegative globalsolution t 2 R+ 7! (a(t); b(t); c(t)) in L1(
) to equations (14) { (19) satis�esthe following estimate of exponential decay toward equilibrium:12M1ka(t; �)� a1kL1(
) + 12M2kb(t; �)� b1kL1(
) + 1M1+M2 kc(t; �)� c1kL1(
)� 9+2p23+2p2(E(a0; b0; c0)� E(a1; b1; c1)) e�K1t ; (24)withK1 = 1K2 min(4; 4daP (
)( b14 +K3) ; 4dbP (
)(a14 +K4) ; 4dcP (
)(2 +K5)) ; (25)where P (
) is the Poincar�e constant of 
, and K2,..,K5 are constants (de-pending only on da; db; dc, and M1, M2, and the global L1 bound L2 (see (43)below)), whose complicated expressions are given in (47) and (51) { (53).We strongly believe that the presented method should still work wheneversome uniform in time L1-bounds are available for the concentrations and oneunique, asymptotically stable, steady state exists. Other natural extensionswhen one of the di�usion constants can be zero or when the L1-bounds growas a polynomial in time will be studied in [12].Among the open problems for which extra ideas are propably necessary,we would like to quote:� cases when Lp-bounds (p 2 [2;1)) for the concentrations are available,but no L1-bounds (that happens, for instance, for four species A1 +A2 
 A3 +A4 in dimension N � 2 (see [12]).� cases with large number of species (this number can even be in�nite,like in coagulation/fragmentation problems).6



� cases when the reaction terms give rise to steady states which are notasymptotically stable (like in predator-prey type models).Notations: In the formulas for K1,..,K5 as well as in all the following, weintroduce capital letters as a short notation for square roots of lower caseconcentrationsA � pa; A1 � pa1; B � pb; B1 �pb1; C � pc; C1 � pc1;and overlines for spatial averaging (remember that j
j = 1): A = R
Adx; : : :Though we prefer di�erent letters for di�erent unknowns, there are somepoints where an index notation is more convenient: a1 � a; a2 � b; a3 � c.There will be no confusion with Ki with i integer denoting various constants.Moreover, we denote kfk22 = R
 f2 dx for a given function f : 
! R.Outline: In section 2, we prove theorem 1.1 and make some remarks.Next, in section 3, we state the proof of theorem 1.2.2 The case of two equationsWe begin with an elementary lemma that will be useful in sections 2 and 3:Lemma 2.1 We consider the function � : (0;1)2 ! R de�ned by (11).Then, � is continuous on (0;+1)2. For all y > 0, �(�; y) is strictly increas-ing on (0;+1), and satis�es limx!0�(x; y) = 1, �(y; y) = 2, and �(x; y) � lnxfor x!1. Finally, for all x > 0, �(x; �) is strictly decreasing.Proof of the lemma 2.1: We notice that @x�(x; y) > 0 if and only if1 > ln�xy��rxy �ryx��1 : (26)Then, remembering that ln a < pa� 1pa for a > 1, we see that @x�(x; y) > 0for all x 2 (0;+1)nfyg. Similarly, we notice that @y�(x; y) < 0 if and onlyif (26) holds and therefore @y�(x; y) < 0 for all y 2 (0;+1)nfxg. �Before we start to prove the theorem, we note that the system (2) { (5)has a unique solution such that0 � a(t) � L1 � ka0k1+2kb0k1 ; 0 � b(t) � L12 ; for t � 0 ; (27)7



as can be shown by a direct application of the maximum principle or bycomparison with the di�usionless system (see e.g. [30, 4]).Proof of theorem 1.1: We recall the entropy for equation (2) { (5)E(a; b) � Z
 (a (ln a� 1) + b (ln b� 1)) dx ;and introduce the entropy dissipationD(a; b) = da Z
 jrx aj2a dx+ db Z
 jrx bj2b dx+ Z
(a2 � b) ln a2b dx: (28)It is clear that (for nonnegative functions a; b such that identity R
(a+2b) =M holds) D(a; b) = 0 if and only if (a; b) = (a1; b1). In the following,we prove a quantitative lower bound of the entropy dissipation in terms ofthe relative entropy with respect to the equilibrium - called sometimes theentropy/entropy-dissipation estimate. Note that this estimate is valid forfunctions which may have nothing to do with the solutions of eq. (2) { (6).Lemma 2.2 For all (measurable) functions a; b : 
 ! R, which satisfy that0 � a � L1, 0 � b � L12 , and R
(a+ 2b) =M ,D(a; b) � 4K1 min�1; daP (
)K2� (E(a; b)� E(a1; b1)); (29)where P (
) is the Poincar�e constant of 
, a1, b1 are given by (8), and theexplicit constants K1(L1;M), K2(M;da=db) are de�ned by the formulas (12)and (13).Proof of lemma 2.2: Recalling the notation A = pa, we start with theidentity jrx aj2=a = 4 jrxAj2, and apply Poincar�e's inequality. Using thenthe inequality (a� b)(ln(a)� ln(b)) � 4(A�B)2, we getD(a; b) � 4A2 �B22 + 4daP (
) A�A22 + 4dbP (
) B �B22 : (30)We shall prove in the sequel that the r.h.s. of (30) is bounded below by (someconstant times) the relative entropy E(a; b)� E(a1; b1).Firstly, we use the conservation law (7) to rewrite the relative entropy asE(a; b)�E(a1; b1) = Z
�a ln� aa1�� (a� a1)+ b ln� bb1�� (b� b1)� dx ;8



and use lemma 2.1 as well as the global bound (27) to obtainE(a; b)� E(a1; b1) � K1(L1;M) �A21 kA�A1k22 + kB �B1k22� ; (31)with K1(L1;M) given in (12).De�ning now (for some  > 0)K2() = A1; K3() = 4B1 + 1 + A1 ; (32)we prove that the quantity � de�ned below is nonnegative:0 � � � kA(A�A1)k22 + 2A1 Z
A(A�A1)2 dx+K2 kA�Ak22+K3 kB �Bk22 + 2Z
(A2 �A21)(B1 �B) dx| {z } : (33)�Note that in (33) only � may be nonpositive. We distinguish three cases:1. We suppose that B1�B > 0 and A1�A > 0. Then, the conservationlaw (7), i.e. R
(A2 �A21) dx = 2 R
(B21 �B2) dx yields� = 2(B1 �B)2 Z
(B1 +B) dx� 2(B1 �B)kB �Bk22 (34)+Z
 �A(A�A1)(B �B) +A1(A�A)(B �B)� dx� �2B1kB �Bk22 � 12kA(A�A1)k22 � 12kB �Bk22 (35)�A12 kA�Ak22 � A12 kB �Bk22 ;thanks to Young's inequality (and for all  > 0). By comparing (35)with (33), we obtain the constants (32).2. We now suppose that B1 �B > 0 and A1 �A < 0. We observe that2(B1 �B)2 R
(B1 +B) dx� 2(B1 �B)kB �Bk22= (B1 �B) R
(A2 �A21) dx= (B1 �B)�kA�Ak22 + (A�A1)(A+A1)� � 0 :As a consequence, according to (34),� � Z
 �A(A�A1)(B �B) +A1(A�A)(B �B)� dx (36)and (35) still holds. 9



3. Finally, if B1 �B < 0, then A1 �A > 0 because of (7) and the line(34) is obviously nonnegative (as in the second case), so that (35) holdsagain.Therefore, using (33) and (31) yields1K1 (E(a; b)�E(a1; b1)) � A21kA�A1k22 + kB �B1k22 + �= kA2 �A21 +B1 �Bk22 +K2kA�Ak22 +K3kB �Bk22 ; (37)by recalling that A21 = B1. To conclude the proof of the lemma, it remainsto compare (37) with (30), which gives (29) after choosing  in order to setthe fraction K2=K3 = da=db according to (30), i.e. by taking = dadb �2A1 + 12A1�+sd2ad2b �2A1 + 12A1�2 + dadb ; (38)so that (13) follows (32) and a1 = �14 + 14p1 + 8M in (8). �We now turn to another lemma, which plays here the same role as theCziszar-Kullback-Pinsker inequality ([8] and [31]) in information theory. Thatis, we show that the relative entropy E(a; b) � E(a1; b1) controls (fromabove) the squares of the L1-distances to the equilibrium.Lemma 2.3 For all (measurable) functions a; b : 
 ! R such that 0 � a,0 � b and R
(a+ 2b) =M ,E(a; b)� E(a1; b1) � 3 + 2p2(6 + 2p2)M �12 ka� a1k21 + kb� b1k21�; (39)where a1 and b1 are de�ned by (8).Proof of lemma 2.3: Recalling a = R
 a dx and b = R
 b dx, we de�neq(x) � x lnx� x to writeE(a; b)�E(a1; b1) = Z
 a ln(aa) dx + Z
 b ln(bb) dx+(q(a) � q(a1)) + (q(b)� q(b1)) :We �rst note that thanks to the Cziszar-Kullback-Pinsker inequalityZ
 a ln(aa) dx � 12a ka� ak21; Z
 b ln(bb) dx � 12b kb� bk21 ;10



and moreover a � M and b � M=2 by the conservation of mass (7). Then,we consider Q(a) � q(a)+q(M�a2 ) for a 2 (0;M) and R(b) � q(b)+q(M�2b)for b 2 (0;M=2). SinceQ00(a) = 1a + 12 1M � a � 3 + 2p22M ; (40)and R00(b) = 1b + 4M � bai � 6 + 4p2M ; (41)we combine 2=3 of (40) and 1=3 of (41) to Taylor-expand(q(a)� q(a1)) + (q(b)� q(b1)) � 3 + 2p26M ja� a1j2 + 3 + 2p23M jb� b1j2 :Finally, we conclude the proof of the lemma by observing thatka� a1k21 � 6 + 2p23 + 2p2 �ka� ak21 + 3 + 2p23 ja� a1j2� ;and kb� b1k21 � 6 + 2p23 + 2p2 �kb� bk21 + 3 + 2p23 jb� b1j2� ;by Young's inequality. �End of the proof of theorem 1.1: We observe thatddt(E(a(t); b(t))�E(a1; b1)) = �D(a(t); b(t)) :Using lemma 2.2 and Gronwall's lemma, we see thatE(a(t); b(t))�E(a1; b1) � (E(a0; b0)� E(a1; b1)) e� 4tK1 min(1; daP (
)K2 ) ; (42)and we obtain theorem 1.1 by combining lemma 2.3 and estimate (42). �Remark 2.1 (Decay rate)The result of theorem 1.1 express, up to our knowledge, the �rst explicitrates of convergence to equilibrium for reaction-di�usion systems. The rate4=K1minf1; da=P (
)K2g obtained in lemma 2.2 via the entropy method re-ects the combined dissipative e�ects of reaction (i.e. 1 due to the rescaling(6)) and the di�usion (i.e. da=P (
)K2).This is an improvement compared to classical linearization results like[7], where the di�usion term had to dominate over the reaction, which wasestimated like a perturbation within a invariant region.Nevertheless, the obtained rate is not sharp (which is obvious, for in-stance, in the estimate of case 1 in lemma 2.2).11



Remark 2.2 (Example)We give a numerical example of the rate of exponential decay in theorem 1.1,in order to show that the rates obtained by our method are of order 1 whenthe data also are of order 1. For L = 3M , M = 3, a1 = 1 = b1, da = db,we get � min�1:36; 0:26 daP (
)� :3 The case of three equationsProof of theorem 1.2: Under the assumptions of theorem 1.2, the system(14), (15), (16) with boundary condition (17) and initial data (18) has aunique nonnegative globally bound solution (See e.g. [1, 28, 34, 20, 32] andthe references therein for general results. Especially for (14){(16), see e.g.[35] for dimensions d � 5 and [18] for all dimensions under the additionalassumptions of C2+�-boundaries (0 < � < 1) and correspondingly smoothinitial data (18)). We denote by L2 the global bound for this system :L2 � supt�0 fka(t; �)k1; kb(t; �)k1; kc(t; �)k1g <1 : (43)We recall the entropy functional E(a; b; c) associated to (14) { (19)E(a; b; c) � Z
 (a (ln a� 1) + b (ln b� 1) + c (ln c� 1)) dx ;and introduce the corresponding entropy dissipationD(a; b; c) = da Z
 jrx aj2a dx+ db Z
 jrx bj2b dx+ dc Z
 jrx cj2c dx+Z
(ab� c)(ln(ab)� ln c) dx :Note that D(a; b; c) = 0 if and only if (a; b; c) = (a1; b1; c1) (provided thatthe conservation laws (20) and (21) hold).We now state the entropy/entropy-dissipation lemma for our model. Noteonce again that this lemma applies for functions which are not necessarilysolutions of system (14) { (19).Lemma 3.1 Let a; b; c be (measurable) functions from 
 to R such that 0 �a � L2, 0 � b � L2, 0 � c � L2 and R
 a+ c =M1, R
 b+ c =M2. Then,D(a; b; c) � K1(E(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1)) (44)with K1 de�ned by (25) (and (47), (51) { (53)), and a1, b1, c1 de�ned by(22). 12



Proof of lemma 3.1: Let still square roots be denoted by capital lettersA = pa;B = pb, C = pc. Using Poincar�e's inequality and (ab� c)(ln(ab)�ln c) � 4(AB �C)2, we obtain the estimateD(a; b; c) � 4 kAB � Ck22+ 4daP (
) A�A22+ 4dbP (
) B �B22+ 4dcP (
) C � C22 :(45)Analog to the proof of lemma 2.2, we show in the sequel that the r.h.s. of(45) is bounded below by the relative entropy E(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1).First, we use the conservation laws (20), (21) to rewrite the relative en-tropy asE(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1) = Z
�a ln� aa1�� (a� a1)+b ln� bb1�� (b� b1) + c ln� cc1�� (c� c1)� dx;and we use lemma 2.1 as well as the global bound (43) to estimateE(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1) � K2�B214 kA�A1k22 + A214 kB �B1k22+kC � C1k22�; (46)withK2(L2;M1;M2) = max� 4b1�(kak1; a1); 4a1�(kbk1; b1);�(kck1; c1)� :(47)The statement of lemma 3.1 with the constant K1 given by (25) follows fromthe following lemma, which provides an upper bound for the r.h.s. of (46) interms of the r.h.s. of (45).Lemma 3.2 Let A, B, and C be (measurable) functions from 
 to R+ suchthat A2 + C2 =M1 (48)and B2 + C2 =M2: (49)Then, the estimateB214 kA�A1k22 + A214 kB �B1k22 + kC � C1k22 � kAB � Ck22+(B214 +K3)kA�Ak22 + (A214 +K4)kB �Bk22 + (2 +K5)kC � Ck22 (50)13



holds, with the constantsK3 = max8>>>>>><>>>>>>: C1 + A1B12 + 2C21M1 ;pminfM1;M2g+ A1B12 ;C1 + A1pM22 + A1(pM2+B1)C1M1 + A212 + B1(pM2�B1)2 ;C1 + pM1B12 � B212 � A1(pM1�A1)2 ;C1 + A1(pM2�B1)4 + (pM1�A1)B14 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; ; (51)K4 = max8>>>>>><>>>>>>: C1 + A1B12 + 2C21M2 ;pminfM1;M2g+ A1B12 ;C1 + A1pM22 � A212 � B1(pM2�B1)2 ;C1 + pM1B12 + (pM1+A1)B1C1M2 + B212 + A1(pM1�A1)2 ;C1 + A1(pM2�B1)4 + (pM1�A1)B14 9>>>>>>=>>>>>>; ; (52)andK5 = maxn 2C21 � 1M1 + 1M2� ; A1(pM2+B1)C1M1 ; (pM1+A1)B1C1M2 o : (53)Proof of lemma 3.2: In a �rst step, we reformulate (50) in order to isolatethe \bad" terms (i.e. the analogs to � in equation (33) in section 2). Ina second step, we shall control these terms using the conservations lawsA2 + C2 =M1 and B2 + C2 =M2.We start withkAB � Ck22 = kAB �A1B1k22 + kC �C1k22 (54)+2Z
(AB �A1B1)(C1 �C) dx ; (55)where we split (55) using C1 � C = (C1 � C) + (C � C) and calculate forthe �rst part2Z
(AB �A1B1)(C1 � C) = (C1 �C)�2Z
(A�A)(B �B) dx (56)+(A�A1)(B +B1) + (B �B1)(A+A1)�; (57)while we estimate by Young's inequality for the second part2Z
(AB �A1B1)(C � C) dx � �12kAB �A1B1k22 � 2kC �Ck22 : (58)14



After inserting (58) into (55), there remains 12kAB�A1B1k22, which we splitagain as the sum of two halfs. Expanding the �rst half using �A1B+A1Band the second half using �AB1 +AB1 yields12kAB �A1B1k22 =14k(A�A1)Bk22 + 12 R
(A�A1)BA1(B �B1) dx + A214 kB �B1k22(59)+14kA(B �B1)k22 + 12 R
A(B �B1)(A�A1)B1 dx+ B214 kA�A1k22 :(60)Next, the integrals in (59) and (60) are expanded using B�B1 = (B�B)+(B�B1) (respectively A�A1 = (A�A)+(A�A1)) and the �rst of thesefurther parts are estimated thanks to12 Z
(A�A1)BA1(B �B) dx � �14k(A�A1)Bk22 � A214 kB �Bk22 ; (61)12 Z
A(B �B1)(A�A)B1 dx � �14kA(B �B1)k22 � B214 kA�Ak22 : (62)Altogether, we obtain from (59){(62) that12kAB �A1B1k22 � (63)B214 kA�A1k22 + A214 kB �B1k22 � A214 kB �Bk22 � B214 kA�Ak22+12(A1(B �B1) + (A�A1)B1) R
(A�A)(B �B) dx+12(A�A1)(B �B1)(A1B +B1A) : (64)After inserting (54){(64) into (50), it remains (as second step) to show thatK3kA�Ak22 +K4kB �Bk22 +K5kC � Ck22 +�2(C1 � C) + 12(A1(B �B1) + (A�A1)B1)� R
(A�A)(B �B) dx+(C1 � C) �(A�A1)(B +B1) + (B �B1)(A+A1)�+12(A�A1)(B �B1)(A1B +B1A) � 0 ; (65)for which we are going to distinguish �ve cases:1. For the case A < A1, B < B1, and C < C1, it is su�cient to showK3kA�Ak22 +K4kB �Bk22 +K5kC � Ck22�(2C1 +A1B1) �12kA�Ak22 + 12kB �Bk22� (66)�(C1 � C)(A1 �A)(B +B1) (67)�(C1 � C)(B1 �B)(A+A1) � 0 : (68)15



Since (67) and (68) are symmetric in A and B, we choose (68) to showhow the conservation (21) - rewritten in the formkB�Bk22+kC�Ck22 = (B1�B)(B+B1)+(C1�C)(C+C1); (69)allows to prove that (remember that A < A1, B < B1, C < C1)2C21M2 (kB �Bk22 + kC � Ck22)� (C1 � C)(B1 �B)(A+A1) �2C21M2 ((B1 �B)B1 + (C1 �C)C1)� 2A1(C1 �C)(B1 �B) :This last expression is a linear function of B (which will be denoted by	(B)) which is nonnegative on 0 � B � B1 because	(B1) � 2C21M2 (C1 � C)C1 � 0 ; (70)	(0) � 2A1B1B21C1�C + C1 (B21 + (C1 � C)C1) (71)�2A1B1(C1 � C) = 0 ; (72)where we have used A1B1 = C1 and C1 � C1 � C.For (67), there is a symmetric estimate based on the conservation (20).Adding these two estimates together with the coe�cient of (66) givesthe �rst lines for the constants K3 (51) and K4 (52) and the �rst ex-pression for K5 (53).2. For the second case A < A1, B < B1, and C > C1, we proceed in asimilar way to (66){(68), but instead of line (66), we �nd here�(2C +A1B1)�12kA�Ak22 + 12kB �Bk22� ;while the lines (67) and (68) are nonnegative in this case and thusneglected. Using the estimate C2 � minfM1;M2g (due to (20) and(21)), we get the second line of (51) and (52).3. In the third case A < A1, B > B1, the latter hypothesis impliesC < C1 by the conservation law (21). As above, we estimateK3kA�Ak22 +K4kB �Bk22 +K5kC � Ck22 (73)�(2C1 +A1pM2) �12kA�Ak22 + 12kB �Bk22� (74)�(C1 � C)(A1 �A)(B +B1) (75)+12(A�A1)(B �B1)(A1B +B1A) � 0 (76)16



where we have used the conservation law (21) to estimateB �pB2 �pM2 ;in the coe�cient of (74). An analog argument to (69){(72) shows forthe term (75) thatA1(pM2 +B1)C1M1 �kA�Ak22 + kC � Ck22��(C1 �C)(A1 �A)(B +B1) � 0 : (77)For (76), we usekA�Ak22 � kB �Bk22 = (A1 �A)(A+A1)� (B1 �B)(B +B1)in order to calculate(A�A1)(B �B1)(A1B +A1B1 � 2A1B1 +A1B1 +B1A)= A1(A�A1)2(A+A1) +B1(B �B1)2(B +B1)�2A1B1(A�A1)(B �B1) (78)+(A1(A�A1)�B1(B �B1)) �kA�Ak22 � kB �Bk22� ; (79)where the line (78) is nonnegative in the considered case. For (79), weobserve that in the present case, kA�Ak22 � kB �Bk22 is nonnegativeand hence that (79) is bounded below by�(A21 +B1(pM2 �B1)) �kA�Ak22 � kB �Bk22� : (80)Hence, combining (76) and (77){(80) yields the third contributions toK3 (51), K4 (52) and the second to K5 (53).4. Concerning the fourth case A > A1 implyingC < C1 and B < B1 (by(20)), we proceed in a symmetric way compared to case three, whichleads to the fourth contributions to K3 (51), K4 (52) and the third toK5 (53).5. In the �nal case, we consider A > A1, B > B1 implying C < C1.Therefore, (65) is bounded below by�(C1+A1(pM2 �B1)4 +(pM1 �A1)B14 )�kA�Ak22 + kB �Bk22� ;which completes the formulas for K3 (51) and K4 (52).17



This ends the proof of lemma 3.2. �According to estimate (46) and lemma 3.2, we obtain lemma 3.1. �We now write down the lemma which plays the role of Cziszar-Kullback-Pinsker inequality in information theory.Lemma 3.3 For all (measurable) functions a; b; c : 
! R such that 0 � a,0 � b, 0 � c and R
(a+ c) =M1, R
(b+ c) =M2,E(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1) � 3+2p22M1(9+2p2)ka� a1k21+ 3+2p22M2(9+2p2)kb� b1k21 + 3+2p2(M1+M2)(9+2p2)kc� c1k21; (81)where a1, b1 and c1 are de�ned by (22).Proof of lemma 3.3: As in lemma 2.3, we de�ne q(ai) = ai ln ai � ai fora1 � a, a2 � b, and a3 � c, and rewriteE(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1) = Z
 a ln aa dx+ Z
 b ln bb dx+ Z
 c ln cc dx (82)+q(a)� q(a1) + q(b)� q(b1) + q(c)� q(c1): (83)Using the conservations (20) and (21), and de�ningQ(Mi; ai) = q(ai) + 12q(Mi � ai) for ai 2 [0;Mi] ; i = 1; 2 ;R(Mi; ai) = 12q(ai) + q(Mi � ai) for ai 2 [0;Mi] ; i = 1; 2 ;we can write the line (83) in two ways asQ(M1; a)�Q(M1; a1) +Q(M2; b)�Q(M2; b1)= R(M1; c)�R(M1; c1) +R(M2; c)�R(M2; c1) : (84)SinceQ0(M1; a1) +Q0(M2; b1) = �R0(M1; c1)�R0(M2; c1) = ln a1b1c1 = 0and (for ai 2 [0;Mi]; i = 1; 2)Q00(Mi; ai); R00(Mi; ai) � K62Mi with K6 = 3 + 2p2 ;18



we bound (84) from below byK64M1 ��ja� a1j2 + (1� �)jc� c1j2�+ K64M2 ��jb� b1j2 + (1� �)jc� c1j2� ;for all 0 � � � 1. Using the Cziszar-Kullback-Pinsker inequality and choosing� = 13 , we obtainE(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1) � 12M1 �ka� ak21 + K66 ja� a1j2�+ 12M2 �kb� bk21 + K66 jb� b1j2�+ 1M1+M2 �kc� ck21 + K66 jc� c1j2� :Then, ka� a1k21 � (1 + 6K6 )�ka� ak21 + K66 ja� a1j2� ;and the same holds for b and c, so that we getE(a; b; c)� E(a1; b1; c1) � 12M1 K6K6+6ka� a1k21 + 12M2 K6K6+6kb� b1k21+ 1M1+M2 K6K6+6kc� c1k21 :This ends the proof of lemma 3.3. �End of the proof of theorem 1.2: Noting that the solution to the system(14) { (19) satis�es the entropy equalityddt(E(a(t); b(t); c(t))�E(a1; b1; c1)) = �D(a(t); b(t); c(t)) ;we see that theorem 1.2 is a direct consequence of lemma 3.1, lemma 3.3 andGronwall's lemma. �References[1] H. Amann, Global existence for semilinear parabolic problems. J. ReineAngew. Math. 360, (1985), pp. 47{83.[2] A. Barabanova, On the global existence of solutions of a reaction-di�usion equation with exponential nonlinearity. Proc. Amer.Math. Soc.122, no. 3 (1994), pp. 827{831.[3] M. Bisi, L. Desvillettes, From Reactive Boltzmann Equations toReaction-Di�usion Systems. preprint 2005-11 of the CMLA, ENS deCachan. 19
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